ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
THESIS

Defining AI
• Artificial intelligence is that activity devoted to making
machines intelligent, and intelligence is that quality that
enables an entity to function appropriately and with
foresight in its environment.” - Nils J. Nilsson

Current Developments
Reinforcement
learning

Deep learning

Maturing of
machine
learning
Natural
Language
Processing
(NLP)

Computer
vision

Shift towards solving specific business problems
Source(s): https://ai100.stanford.edu/2016-report/section-i-what-artificial-intelligence/ai-research-trends

AI in 2020
• Chat bots/virtual assistants will have the most immediate
impact
• Advancement towards level 5 autonomous vehicles
• Improvement of framework for ethical and social issues
stemming from AI
• Increased focus on the human factor for AI
• 3 commonly targeted industries for AI investment
Marketing/
Sales/
E-commerce

Financial
Services

Source(s): https://www.techemergence.com/artificial-intelligence-industry-an-overview-by-segment/

Healthcare

AI in 2030
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automated transportation
Home/service robots
Interactive AI tutors
Revolutionized access to information and research
Improvement of low-resource communities
Established AI public policy and regulation
Elimination and creation of new jobs
Personalized health management

Source(s): https://ai100.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/ai_100_report_0831fnl.pdf

Funding

• 21 Asset/Investment Management investors in
2016 (sharp increase from 0 in 2012)

200+

30+
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Acquisitions since 2012

M&A deals in Q1’17

Acquisitions by Google

Source(s): As of 3/23/16. CB Insights State of Artificial Intelligence Webinar

Accelerators & Incubators
Accelerators
• Creative Destruction Lab
• TechCode
• AI Nexus Lab
• Hacker Unit
• Rockstart
• NextAI
Incubators
• Element AI
• Entrepreneur First
• Zeroth.AI
• Founders Factory (also an accelerator)
Source(s): http://davidvandegrift.com/blog?id=75

Silicon Valley
Companies

Universities

Major Events/Other
• AI Frontiers Conference
• Open AI based in San Francisco
• BootstrapLabs Applied Artificial
Intelligence Conference
• NIPS Conference
• AI Summit Silicon Valley

London
Companies

Universities

Major Events/Other
• AI Summit London
• London.AI
• Artificial Intelligence and Data
Science in Capital Markets
• Government review of the U.K’s
growing AI research sector

New York
Companies

Universities

Major Events/Other
• Heavy AI investment from Wall Street
firms
• AI Summit New York
• Evolving Science of Sentiment and
Emotion AI, Sentiment Analysis
Symposium

China
Companies

Universities

Major Events/Other
• Sunway TaihuLight
• Central Government Mandate
• Chinese National Development and
Reform Commission approval of
national AI lab
• #1 in world for AI academic research

Chicago
Companies

Universities

Major Events/Other
• Chicago AI practitioners and investors
meetup
• Cayse Llorens’ Chicago Machine
Learning Venture Capital Summit

Other Regions
Seattle

Montreal

• Companies

• Companies

• Universities

• Universities

• Major Events/Other

• Major Events/Other

• Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence
Summit hosted by Madrona Venture
Group
• Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence

• Universities landed a $213 million
government investment for computer and
brain research
• Government support during “AI Winter”

Other Regions
Pittsburgh

Boston

• Companies

• Companies

• Universities

• Universities

• Major Events/Other

• Major Events/Other

• Heavy focus on autonomous vehicles

• Robovote
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Landscape

Source(s): David Vandegrift, “AI in the Enterprise Looking Forward”

Definition: Smart Video Analysis
• Smart video analysis is the use of AI to automatically

derive insights from video. The most common use case
of smart video analysis today is for autonomous
vehicles: these smart cars use video cameras to record
the world around them and make decisions about what
they see. Smart video analysis is also being used for
search (YouTube), security (Dropcam), and a variety of
other areas

Deep Dives: Smart Video Analysis
Practical Applications
• Security

Market Size/Outlook
• Autonomous vehicles1

o Incident detection
o Intrusion management
o Traffic and crowd monitoring

• Autonomous vehicles
o Less car ownership and traffic/car crashes
o Smoother traffic flow which can lead to better fuel efficiency
o Faster transportation of goods and passengers

• Search
o Youtube, Netra, etc.

o Market projected to be US $65.3 billion by the end of forecast
period (2016-2027)
o Radar sensors expected to be the fastest growing sub-market
with a CAGR of 29.2% (2016-2027)

• Video Analytics2
o Market projected to grow from $2.6 billion to $11.2 billion by the
end of forecast period (2017-2022)
o On-demand deployment model is expected to witness the
highest CAGR during the forecast period

Recent News
•
•
•
•

Uber-Google rift
Tesla predicting fully autonomous in 2 years
Baidu launching Project Apollo
Samsung granted permission to test autonomous
vehicles and purchase of Harman International
Industries for $8 billion
• Recent high profile hires by Apple
• U.K driverless shuttle project
Source(s): (1) https://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/autonomous-vehicles-market
(2) http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/iva.asp

Challenges
• Hacking
o Experts are concerned with cyberattacks once autonomous
vehicles are brought to market
o Charlie Miller demonstration two years ago

• Safety concerns
• Substandard infrastructural conditions
• Technological challenges for a self-driving
system

Deep Dives: Facial Recognition
Practical Applications
• Streamlining access control for secure corporate
or government buildings
• Airport security screening (i.e Biometric exit)
• Payment via facial recognition
• Targeted advertising (i.e billboards)
• In general, facial recognition is preferred over
other biometric technologies

Recent News
• YouTu Lab (Tencent AI research lab) achieved a
83.29% recognition rate in the MegaFace
challenge
• DHS looking for smaller drones with facial
recognition capabilities
• Face ++ rumored to be valued at $1b, with Didi
and Alipay as high profile customers2
• Face2Gene

Market Size/Outlook1
• Expected market size of $9.6 billion by 2022
o CAGR of 21.3% (2016-2022 forecast period)

• Top factors impacting the market
1. Rising demand for surveillance systems
2. Increasing application in physical security and intelligent
signage
3. Advancements in cloud-based services and 3-D recognition
systems
4. Increasing application in mobile security and drones

Challenges
• Prejudiced facial recognition algorithms3
• Privacy concerns with personal data
• Accuracy concerns and misinterpretation in
analysis of emotions
• Integration with existing legacy systems
• High implementation costs

Source(s): (1) https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/facial-recognition-market (2) https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603494/10breakthrough-technologies-2017-paying-with-your-face/ (3) http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-39533308

Deep Dives: Conversational Agents
Practical Applications
• Research/information
• Lead generation
• Customer service
o Bookings/orders
o Money transfers
o General information

• Compliance
• VDAs can operate on smart watches, fitness
trackers, PCs, smart home systems and vehicles

Recent News
• Business Insider Research Report3
o 80% of businesses want chat bots by 2020
o 29% of customer service positions in the US could be
automated through chat bots and other tech
o

Leads to $23 billion in annual salary savings

o Adoption has already taken off in the US with more than half of
US users between the ages of 18 and 55 having used them

• Twitter’s new Direct Message Card
• Facebook’s ParlAI

Market Size/Outlook
• Chat bots1
o 2017 trends: mobile messenger domination, app fatigue,
support from major technology giants, reduction in costs
o Increase in demand from Europe due to growth of outsourcing
o Growth in Asia from increase in mobile messenger applications
o Enterprises striving to increase customer experience

• Virtual Digital Assistants2
o Projected growth of $1.6 billion to $15.8 billion (2015-2021)
o Strong growth due to innovation and scalability of NLP
o Technology giant’s believe VDAs will be vital to their businesses

Challenges
• Lack of awareness and large dependency on
humans for customer interaction
• Designing chat bots with manners and the ability
to understand inappropriate behavior/messages
• Advancements in NLP
• 56% of consumers still prefer to speak with a
human over a robot3

Source(s): (1) http://www.researchnester.com/reports/global-chatbots-market-analysis-opportunity-outlook-2021/30 (2)
https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2017/03/15/938033/0/en/15-8-Billion-Virtual-Digital-Assistants-Market-2021-Focus-onIntelligence-Natural-Language-Processing-and-Conversational-User-Interfaces.htm (3) http://www.businessinsider.com/chatbots-aregaining-traction-2017-5

Investment Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early Stage (Angel, Seed, Series A, Series B)
U.S and Canada based
Smart video analysis
Strong founding team members
Academic background
Signs of traction
Clear unique value proposition when compared
to competitors
• Exit via acquisition potential

Drive.AI
Why invest in Drive.AI?

Founded: 2015

Funding: Series A in 2016, $12m. $12m raised to date1
Use Case: Smart Video Analysis
Description: Silicon Valley startup founded by former lab
mates out of Stanford University’s Artificial Intelligence Lab.
Creating AI software for autonomous vehicles using deep
learning

Key Team Members

• Highly accomplished team with lab
experience from Stanford University’s
Artificial Intelligence Lab with
numerous patents
• Unique scalable deep-learning
approach and aggressive pace of
development
• Data annotation and other techniques
to combat the “black box” issue2
• Initial plans to focus on logistics as
opposed to ride sharing. Yields a
smooth expansion path

Sameep Tandon Fred Rosenzweig Carol Reiley Joel Pazhayampallil
CEO
COO
President
Co-Founder

Future plans: Expansion into ride-sharing, long-distance
logistics, expansion into other cities for autonomous vehicle
testing

• Attractive candidate for exit via
acquisition by an OEM trying to play
“catch-up” with its autonomous vehicle
program
• Recent test demonstration looks
promising

Source(s): (1) https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/drive-ai (2) http://spectrum.ieee.org/cars-that-think/transportation/selfdriving/how-driveai-is-mastering-autonomous-driving-with-deep-learning

Netra
Why invest in Netra?

Founded: 2013

Funding: Seed in 2016, $1.85m. $2.47m raised to date1
Use Case: Smart Video Analysis
Description: Uses software to organize and analyze vast
reams of photos and videos posted online, helping advertisers,
brands, and market research firms better understand consumer
preferences and intent so they can improve sales

Key Team Members

• Industry leading video analytic
software, smart image analysis
software, analytics dashboard for
brands and agencies, and API access
to social marketing platforms
• Successfully pivoted from old business
model and landed Kantar (one of the
largest market research firms in the
world) as its first client
• Large potential market with different
stores, merchants, retailers and
municipalities as potential customers

Richard Lee
CEO

Shashi Kant
CTO

Future plans: Four pending patents, incorporate Netra’s
software with virtual and augmented reality2

Source(s): (1) https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/netra-systems-inc#/entity
(2) http://www.prweb.com/releases/2017/05/prweb14348377.htm

• Massive trend towards increased
photo sharing from consumers as 3.5
billion photos are shared every day on
social media2
• Candidate for exit via acquisition by
companies such as Google,
Facebook, Magic Leap, Snapchat,
Amazon, IBM or Salesforce

